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ABSTRACT Point-of-care (POC) diagnostic medical devices require simple but sensitive and inclusive
detection capabilities. This study develops a unique photonic crystal fiber-based surface plasmon resonance
(PCF-SPR) sensor that uses a u-grooved selective coating for extremely sensitive remote and biosensing
applications. Scale-down (SCD) air holes control the path that incoming light takes through the sensor in
order to activate the free electrons that are present there. To reduce outward radiation, perfectly matched
layers (PML) of the absorbing boundary are integrated in addition to optimizing the structural geometry and
material thickness. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is employed to quantitatively tune the properties of
light and sensitivity of the proposed sensor. The proposed sensor has themaximum amplitude sensitivity (AS)
of 1189 RIU−1, the highest wavelength sensitivity (WS) of 12,500 nm/RIU, and an outstanding resolution
of 8.0 × 10−6 RIU. The constructed model covers a large refractive index (RI) range of unknown samples,
ranging from 1.29 to 1.40. This range allows the proposed sensor to cover the detection of a wide range of bio-
analytics, including viruses, cancer cells, carbohydrates, proteins, and DNA/RNA, etc. We strongly believe
that the proposed sensor will play an extremely useful role in the detection of POC bio-sample detection.

INDEX TERMS PCF, sensitivity, resolution, SPR, refractive index, COMSOL multiphysics, FEM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a well-known and well-
establishedmethod for detecting refractive index (RI) [1], [2].
In contrast to prism-based SPR sensors, which have bulky
systems, configurational structures with limited wavelengths,
and waveguides with V-grooves, the PCF-SPR-based sensors
have gained popularity due to several significant advantages,
such as high precision, accessibility, real-time, and label-free
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sensing properties [3]. Additionally, optical fiber is given
priority over the conventional type SPR sensors, as an excel-
lent option for cheap and miniaturized sensors to drive the
surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) modes [3]. Noticeably, the
freedom offered by photonic crystal fiber (PCF) to synthesize
the optical variables, arrangeable geometry of formation,
and manageable birefringence, makes it useful for a broad
range of sensing capabilities [4]. Hitherto, a lot of research
has been reported using PCF-based SPR sensing technol-
ogy, since they can be extensively implemented in diverse
sensing fields, such as living organisms, and chemical and
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biological substances [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Wide detection
range, adjustable dispersion, high-level integration, excellent
propagation, miniature size, and extremely sensitive proper-
ties are some of the fundamental benefits of using PCF-SPR-
based sensors [10], [11], [12]. Mostly Au, Ag, Cu, Al, Pd,
and Bi play a significant role as the plasmonic materials in
the PCF-SPR based sensing techniques. Au exhibits stability
in chemical processes due to its resonant peak variation than
other plasmonicmaterials [13], [14]. Typically single analyte-
type PCF-SPR sensors have been reported [10], [13], [15].
Ayyanar et al. recently revealed an external type D-shaped
PCF sensor, utilizing Au/Ge2Sb2Te5 as a sensing layer for
the detection of individual analyte, where optimum WS for
crystalline and amorphous phases are 17,600 nm/RIU and
8,000 nm/RIU respectively [6]. Dash et al. also disclosed
a single analyte type sensor that achieved highest WS of
2,000 nm/RIU and optimized for the analyte RI range from
1.33 to 1.35 [16]. Jahan et al. introduced an external sensing
technique using a PCF sensor that achieved a maximum WS
and AS of 20,000 nm/RIU and 1380 RIU−1 respectively [17].
Poli et. al reported a multi-analyte PCF sensor with internal
coating having a peak WS of 18,000 nm/RIU [5]. Kaur and
Singh has also introduced a multianalyte SPR model with
optimumWS of 3,750 nm/RIU [18]. Jabin et. al has proposed
a titanium coated external type individual sample biosensor
with WS of 10000 nm/RIU for x-polarization [19]. Biplob
Hossain et al. proposed a PCF sensor that was optimized for
RI in the range 1.42-1.46 and exhibited the maximum WS
and AS of 15000 nm/RIU and 230 RIU−1 respectively [20].
Kaur and Singh proposed PCF-SPR-based sensor design,
which was optimized for the refractive index in the range of
1.385-1.40, and produced a maximum wavelength sensitivity
of 10,000 nm/RIU [21]. Anik et al. proposed a structure
that was optimized for RI covering 1.14-1.36 and with opti-
mum AS and Figure of Merit (FOM) values of 328 RIU−1

and 105 RIU−1 respectively [22]. A circular shaped PCF sen-
sor was designed by Dash et al. which exhibited the highest
WS and resolution of 2000 nm/RIU and 5×10−5 RIU respec-
tively [23]. With the main objective of detailing the broad
variety of its applications for biomedical sensors, including
DNA, protein, and glucose sensing. Rachana et al. carried out
a study for different PCF shapes in biomedical sensors [24].
All the proposed sensors mentioned above are implemented
by either using internal or external techniques. In case of
the internal sensing technique, the internal surface coating
of selective holes with plasmonic materials that is usually
1-2 µm thick infiltrate the liquid that make this technique
slightly complex during the fabrication. On the other hand,
in case of the external type sensing technique, the complexity
in the internal type sensing approach could be overcome
even though sometimes this technique may depict less sen-
sitivity due to long distance interaction between core and
plasmonic layers [25], [26]. Nevertheless, the primary pur-
pose for modeling this PCF based SPR sensor is to improve
the maximum coupling outcome between plasmonic and the
elemental modes by optimizing the forming factors; such as

air holes pitch, diameter, ring lattice setting, as well as the
selection of plasmonic materials.

In this work, an internal type ring-shaped single analyte
biosensing technique is proposed to detect broad range RI
of bio-samples. For internal sensing approach, this PCF-SPR
sensing technique can be a solution due to its outstanding
features and outcomes. Due to its novelty compared to pre-
viously published sensors and the proximity of its core to the
internal sensing channel, which enhances performance, the
sensor may lower the cost of plasmonic materials and low
sensitivity limitations. Passing the propagating light through
the scale down (SCD) air-holes excite the channel of the PCF,
causing improved RI sensing. Therefore, the sensor can be
used with high accuracy to detect a broad range of unknown
analyte’s RI from 1.29 to 1.40. We have chosen Au as the
plasmonic material for this model due to its advantages over
others. The highest sensitivity achieved for the wavelength
and amplitude interrogation techniques are 12,500 nm/RIU
and 1189 RIU−1 respectively. Finally, the proposed sensor
has shown promising results, such as outstanding sensitivity
and spectral interrogation. The configurational parameters,
like plasmonic material, pitch size, SCD air holes diameter,
analyte and gold layer thicknesses are fabricated in such a
way to achieve the proper detection of the analyte.

II. THEORY AND SENSOR MODELING
Fig. 1(a), shows the cross-sectional view of the proposed
model, where the smallest air hole is located in the center to
facilitate the phase matching of elementary core mode with
SPPmodes, while for instigating the birefringence effect, five
smaller SCD air holes are introduced that surrounds the center
air hole. In addition, another motive for introducing these
SCD air holes is to fix the sufficient leakage of energy of the
evanescent field to the plasmonic layer that excites the surface
plasmons with appropriate efficacy.

The stacked preform of the proposed model is shown in
Fig. 1(b), where the hexagonal composition of the proposed
sensor is designed with three different circular types of SCD
air holes. They aid in creating the evanescent field, necessary
to excite the electrons already present on the metal surface.
In terms of fabrication, the distance between the two SCD
air holes, called the pitch size has a value of 2.2 µm. The
regular SCD air holes are shown by thick wall capillary and
has the diameter of d = 1.76 µm. The small SCD air holes
are represented by thin wall capillary and has the diameter
of ds = 0.5 µm. Finally, the smallest SCD air holes are
shown by thinner wall capillary with a diameter of dc =

0.264 µm. The solid rod indicates that there is no air hole
at that position. In addition, the gold layer thickness of tg =

45 nm, liquid layer thickness of tAL = 1 µm and PML
layer thickness of tPML = 2.0 µm have been chosen for the
proposed structure. By using the Sellmeier equation, we can
evaluate the refractive index of the fused silica [27].

n2 = 1 +
B1λ2

λ2 − C1
+

B2λ2

λ2 − C2
+

B3λ2

λ2 − C3
(1)
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where λ is the wavelength in µm, n is the RI of the fused
silica, Bi = 1,2,3 and Ci = 1,2,3 are Sellmeier constants and
the approximate magnitudes of these constants are available
in [28]. The availability of sufficient free electrons on the
metal surface determine the affinity of analyte ligand binding
when the energy transaction occurs. The electrical property
of the plasmonic material directly modulates the sensitivity
of the sensor.

FIGURE 1. (a) Cross-sectional view of the suggested sensor, where d =

1.76 µm, ds = 0.5 µm, dc = 0.264 µm, tg = 45 nm, tAL = 1 µm, and
tPML = 2.0 µm (b) Suggested PCF’s preform structure and (c) Proposed
experimental setup.

The Drude-Lorenz model can be used to calculate the
dielectric constant of Au [28].

εAu = ε∞ −
ω2
D

ω (ω + jλD)
−

1ω�2
L(

ω2 − �2
L

)
+ j0Lω

(2)

where the permittivity of Au is denoted by εAu at a high
frequency, ε∞ represents the permittivity at a constant value
of 5.9673, and the angular frequency can be expressed asω =

2πc/λ where c indicates the velocity of light in free space.
The plasmon frequency and damping wavelength are denoted
by ωD and λD whereas the magnitude of ωD/2π and λD/2π
are 2113.6 THz and 15.92 THz respectively. 1ε denotes the
weighting factor, while 0D/2π represents the spectral width
and �L/2π stands for the oscillator strength, which have the
magnitudes of 104.86 THz and 650.07 THz respectively [28].

Fig. 1(c) depicts the experimental set-up, where a broad-
band or monochromatic light source can be utilized.
As shown in the figure, a transverse magnetic or p-polarized
electromagnetic wave is initially transmitted through the
single-mode PCF by a light source. As a result, the electro-
magnetic wave gradually loses its intensity due to the dissi-
pation of plasmonic energy at the interface. The maximum
power is received by the SPP at the resonant wavelength,
which is dependent on the RI of specific liquid streaming over
the surface of the sensor. A computer-connected photodetec-
tor or optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) is employed in order
to interpolate and fine-tune the loss curves and compare the
sensor’s response with the pre-trained reference spectrum by
the computer’s processing unit. Finally, a user-defined deci-
sion tree algorithm indicates the RI of the unknown sample
on a display unit.

In Fig. 2, the propagation loss and AS curves are depicted
for different types of plasmonic materials. Fig. 2(a) is illus-
trated for Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) metal that shows the peak
confinement losses of 39 dB/cm and 51 dB/cm for RI of
1.35 and 1.36 respectively, and the WS and AS for ITO are
respectively 100 nm/RIU and 63 RIU−1. Fig. 2(b) depicts the
peak confinement losses for Au of 30 dB/cm and 34 dB/cm
for RI of 1.35 and 1.36 respectively. The WS and AS are
2000 nm/RIU and 159 RIU−1 respectively, which are higher
than ITO. The comparative data for the different plasmonic
materials is shown in Table 1. It is quite evident that gold
is quite appropriate as a plasmonic material in our proposed
sensor, since it has comparatively better response.

A. SPP EXCITATION
The working principle for the SPR sensor depends on the
interaction between the evanescent field and the metal over-
lay, where the propagating light beam penetrating in the
cladding area results in evanescent field. The real portion
of the effective RI of the core and the surface plasmon
have equal value at the resonant point, while surface plas-
mon ripple is generated due to the excitation of the free
electrons by the core-cladding evanescent field in the metal
surface. Thus, a clearly marked optimum loss is found at the
resonant point and the unknown analyte RI can be identi-
fied by the variation of wavelength and amplitude. Further-
more, there are two fundamental modes due to the effect of
birefringence.

Fig.3 depicts the electric field distribution characteristics
of the developed sensor’s y-polarized mode as well as the
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cohesion between the core and SPP modes. In Fig. 3(a) and
Fig. 3(b), the core and SPP modes are shown for the analyte
RI of 1.35, where the fractional fluctuation in the analyte RI
affects the real refractive index parameters of the core and
SPP modes. It is apparent that these two polarized modes
have huge difference. Fig. 3(c) illustrates the phase matching
phenomenon at a sample RI of 1.35, which is the dispersion
connection between the core and SPP modes. The definitions
of real (neff) for core guided and SPP modes for y-polarized
mode are given in the legends of Fig. 3(c). The core-guided
mode and SPP mode’s real (neff) are indicated by the solid
and dotted orange lines respectively.

FIGURE 2. Confinement loss and AS curve (a) when ITO is a plasmonic
material and, (b) when Gold is a plasmonic material.

In addition, the coupled point for the index of core and SPP
modes is found at 610 nm, and at this intersection point, max-
imum power is transferred from core to SPP modes [29]. The
phase matching technique can be justified by the coincidence
of the coupled point and the peak loss that occurred at the res-
onant wavelength. However, we achieved an explicit model
since the phase-matching requirement is almost precise at
the resonant wavelength for RI of 1.35 for the y-polarized
mode.

TABLE 1. Precision data for plasmonic material selection.

FIGURE 3. (a) Distribution of y -polarized electric fields of core-guided
mode (b) SPP mode and (c) y-polarized phase-matching condition at
analyte RI of 1.35.

B. MODEL ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the SPR properties, the confinement loss
can be measured by the following equation [30].

α(dB/cm) = 8.686 × k0 × Im(neff ) × 104 (3)

where k0 = 2π/λ indicates propagation constant in free
space. The functional portion of the RI is symbolized by
Im(neff ) and λ indicates the operational wavelength. Due to
slight discrepancy in RI value, the real portion of neff of the
SPP mode varies, which results in varying the wavelength of
phase matching. In addition, the phase matching wavelength
variations display either red or blue shifting characteristics
due to RI variations of the analyte [10]. In Fig. 4(a), the loss
curves due to the variation of the analyte RI from 1.29 to
1.40 are presented. It shows the red shifting characteristics,
since the resonant phase matching points are being shifted
towards the higher wavelength with respect to the increment
of the sample’s RI. Thus, the shortest and longest resonant
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wavelengths are found for the sample RI of 1.29 and 1.40
respectively.

FIGURE 4. (a) Wavelength shift of propagation loss peaks with different
RIs of liquid (b) Birefringence characteristics of the proposed sensor.

Fig. 4(a) also reveals the reduced energy shifting from core
mode to its SPP mode [31]. The resonant wavelength for the
analyte RI of 1.29 appears at 553 nm for y-polarized mode
and the corresponding loss spectrum is 13.6 dB/cm. The red
shifting property and the index differences of core and SPP
modes results in variation of the confinement loss [28]. On the
other hand, the resonant wavelength for the analyte RI of
1.40 appears at 870 nm and the corresponding loss spectrum
is 57.6 dB/cm. However, the proposed model constitutes the
highest WS of 12,500 nm/RIU. Usually, with the increase
of sample refractive index, the contrast of RI of core and
SPP modes causes the strong coupling, as a consequence,
the sensor can be made more sensitive. Therefore, the sen-
sor will exhibit an increased sensitivity with the analyte
RI, which may lead to a nonlinear sensing response [32].
Fig. 4(b) shows the suggested sensor’s birefringence char-
acteristics, which is illustrated for the sample RI of 1.38.
The following equation can be used to calculate the sensor’s

birefringence feature [33]:

B =
∣∣nx − ny

∣∣ (4)

where the refractive index of x and y polarized modes
are denoted by nx and ny respectively [34]. According to
Fig. 4(b), a significant variation between the two polarized
modes is caused by birefringence, which grows gradually
with the forward shifting of the operational wavelength.
The large discrepancies suggest that the proposed model
represents massive light coupling and forward movement
of the peak wavelength in the x or y polarized modes,
that generates more SPP on the dielectric interface of the
metal [35].

III. COMPUTATION OF SENSOR PERFORMANCE
A. SENSITIVITY
Using AS and WS techniques, the sensitivity of the sensor is
calculated. When compared with the amplitude interrogation
technique, the wavelength interrogation technique typically
performs better in terms of sensitivity. TheWS can be roughly
calculated using the following equation [3].

Sλ(λ) =
1λpeak

1na
(5)

where 1na denotes the analyte RI variation and 1λpeak the
shifting of resonant wavelength. Due to the increment of
sample RI, the resonant wavelength red shifts and the index
difference of core mode and SPP mode becomes smaller,
and hence results in the variation of confinement loss [36].
The sensor shows the highest WS and the sensing resolu-
tion of 12500 nm/RIU and 8.0 × 10−6 RIU (by considering
the wavelength resolution of 0.1 nm) using the wavelength
interrogation method [30]. The resonant peak wavelengths
are found at 553, 559, 567, 576, 585, 597, 610, 630, 651,
690, 745 and 870 nm, while the wavelength sensitivities of
the proposed sensor are 600, 800, 900, 900, 1200, 1300, 2000,
2100, 3900, 5500, and 12500 nm/RIU for the sample RI from
1.29 to 1.40 respectively. The variation of sample RI could
affect the neff of SPP mode, core mode, and the penetration
depth of the SPP field. For practical use, a calibration com-
ponent is needed for each range of samples’ refractive index.
Another important sensing parameter for SPR based sensor
is AS, which is more likely to be an affordable technique
than wavelength interrogation [27]. Since the WS method-
ology uses the entire wave spectrum, this method and its
applications are expensive. On the other hand, due to its
ability to determine at a single wavelength, the amplitude
interrogation approach is therefore regarded as the most cost-
effective technique [32]. The AS can be calculated by the
following equation [3].

Sλ

(
RIU−1

)
= −

1
α (λna)

δα (λna)
δna

(6)

where the loss depth is denoted by α(λna) and is considered at
any sample RI, and the distinction of the two corresponding
loss spectra are denoted by δα(λna). The AS of the suggested
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FIGURE 5. The plots of (a) Amplitude sensitivities (b) correlation between FOM and FWHM for the variation of sample RI, (c) Confinement loss and
sensor length, and (d) Polynom Fitting for the introduced model.

sensor, which was determined by changing the sample RI,
is depicted in Fig. 5(a). Based on the figure, the AS values
of the sensor are elevated in line with the increment of the
sample RI by a specific difference of 0.01. The analyte with
a RI of 1.39 was identified at 881 nm, and the maximum AS
of the suggested model is 1189 RIU−1. Another significant
parameter of the SPR sensor is the resolution of the sensor,
which means the detection capability during the detection of
the smallest variation in analyte RI. The accuracy of a SPR
sensor may be significantly less desirable as compared to its
resolution. The sensor’s resolution can be determined by the
following equation [37].

R(RIU ) = 1na ×
1λm!n

1λpeak
(7)

where the minimum spectrum resolution is pointed out by
1λmin while 1λpeak denotes the resonant wavelength peak
shift. In our proposed sensor, the magnitudes of the several
parameters are 1na = 0.01, 1λmin = 0.1 nm, and 1λpeak =

125 nm. By assuming the magnitude of minimum transmitted
light intensity as 1% to be detected appropriately, we obtained

a very high-resolution value of 8.0 × 10−6 RIU for our
proposed sensor. Usually, the sensitivity performance of a
PCF-SPR sensor rely on the evanescent field, since a very
intense evanescent field may cause the severe transmission
loss in the fiber [17].

B. FIGURE OF MERIT (FOM) & POLYNOMIAL FITTING
Several significant parameters such as FOM and signal–to–
noise ratio (SNR) are also responsible for describing the
quality of the sensor. These parameters are related to the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) also represented as (1λ1/2)
and can be expressed as [38].

FOM =
Sλ

1λ1/2
(8)

SNR =
1λpeak

1λ1/2
(9)

The maximum FOM and FWHM values of the pro-
posed sensor are 240.39 RIU−1 and 115 nm, respectively.
In Fig. 5(b), the values of FOM and FWHM with respect
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TABLE 2. The performance of the proposed sensor for y polarized mode.

to the change in RI of the sample are presented. According
to this figure, the values of FWHM steadily decrease as
analyte RI increases. Additionally, because the FOM is the
ratio of WS to FWHM, it exhibits inverse characteristics.
Additionally, the FOM also implies the output proficiency
of the sensors. However, the maximum values of FOM and
FWHM were observed at analyte RIs of 1.40 and 1.29,
respectively, and FOM should be as high as possible for an
SPR sensor with high sensitivity. Equation 9 provided us with
the maximum and minimum SNR values of 0.052 and 2.404
respectively.

The relationship between the proposed sensor’s length and
loss depth is depicted in Fig. 5(c), where sensor length is
inversely proportional to confinement loss and vice versa.
The provided model precisely reveals the detection sensi-
tivity of an unknown liquid’s RI, which is restricted to a
few centimeters to millimeters. The length of the sensor
may be constrained by the extreme confinement loss, if the
loss depth is too large, and incident light may provide an
undetected signal in the system output. Once we set the
incidence light, it can also all of a sudden become invisible.
Whatever the case, the sensor’s loss depth also reveals the
coupling strength. If it is too low, the performance of the
sensor will also degrade. Additionally, the proposed sensor
offers superior sensitivity performance with regards to the
forward fluctuation of the sample RI [21], [39], [40] due to
the strong light coupling strength. As a result, we should
modify it to optimize the sensor to achieve the lowest possible
confinement loss. Because the analyte RI moves forward in
the PCF-SPR sensor, the propagation loss and resonant point
shifts forward [41]. For the RIs of 1.29 and 1.40, respectively,
the sensor length is 0.74 mm and 0.17 mm at its highest and
lowest values.

The second order polynomial curve fitting of the model is
displayed in Fig. 5(d). We obtained the R2 value of 0.982,
which means that this is a highly responsive sensor and
achieves high accuracy [42]. Table 2 provides a detailed
illustration of the proposed sensor’s characteristics, allowing
us to understand the significance of this model.

IV. FIBER CORE AND FABRICATION TOLERANCE
A. FIBER CORE OPTIMIZATION
For the stimulation of the sensing channels and the trans-
mission of light, the fiber core plays a vital role. We have
additionally optimized the effect of SCD air holes on light
propagation for the sample RIs of 1.35 and 1.36, as shown in
Fig. 6. First, by eliminating the central air hole in Fig. 6(a),
we have optimized for a solid core. Thus, for RIs of 1.35 and
1.36, respectively, the externally existing sensing channel
exhibits extremely low confinement losses of 2.4 dB/cm and
0.2 dB/cm at 608 nm and 609 nm respectively. Additionally,
compared to the proposed model, the wavelength and AS for
the solid core are very low at 100 nm/RIU and 91 RIU−1,
respectively. Second, we optimized by leaving the smallest
SCD air hole in place and removing the four smaller SCD
air holes from the central air hole’s upper and lower sides
(see Fig. 6(b)).

The model depicts loss depth of 21 dB/cm and 1.3 dB/cm
at 606nm and 609 nm for RI of 1.35 and 1.36 respectively
with strong coupling intensity. However, the wavelength and
AS for omitted SCD air holes investigation has moderate
values of 300 nm/RIU and 94 RIU−1 respectively. Finally,
smallest, and smaller SCD air holes are replaced in the reverse
position (see Fig. 6(c)). In case of this optimization, themodel
shows high confinement loss compared with Fig. 6(a) and
Fig. 6(b) which is around 38 dB/cm and 3.2 dB/cm at 610nm
and 613 nm for RIs of 1.35 and 1.36 respectively. Since the
sensing signal in the output system dissipates instantly after
launching the incident light, the significant confinement loss
restricts the fiber length andmakes it impossible tomeasure in
practice. The wavelength and AS for reversing SCD air holes
investigation has almost similar values as compared to omit-
ted investigation, of 300 nm/RIU and 92 RIU−1 respectively.
However, the SCD air holes are taken into considerationwhen
creating the light-transmitting core. This strongly implies that
the air hole distribution performs the best when compared to
the other designs as illustrated in Table 3 in order to obtain
a high sensitivity response from the suggested design of the
core.
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FIGURE 6. The light distribution effect optimization of SCD air holes in several possible ways for the sample RI of 1.35 and 1.36. (a) Omitted center
scaled-down air holes. (b) kept center scaled-down air-hole and omitted four air holes from both upper and lower sides, and (c) position reversing of
smallest and smaller scaled-down air-holes.

TABLE 3. Fiber core optimization.

B. METAL OPTIMIZATION
The depth of the gold coating affects the detecting abilities.
Fig. 7(a) illustrates the red shifting characteristics of the loss
spectrum of such a proposed sensor with increase in gold
layer thickness and demonstrates that the change in sensing
performance is a result of layer thickness. Peak losses of
32 dB/cm and 35 dB/cm were discovered for the sample RI
of 1.35 and 1.36, respectively, at 667 nm and 686 nm, which
are 6.67% and 3% higher than the values discovered for the
proposed thickness of tg = 45 nm. Similarly, for the same RI,
the minimum losses of 26 dB/cm and 28 dB/cmwere found at
tg = 40nm that occurred at 565 nm and 581 nm respectively
which are 13.3% and 6.67% less than optimum values. In the
case of Au, the phase matching wavelength is redshifted as a
result of an increase in layer depth, which raises the effective
refractive index (neff) of the SPP mode. Additionally, as the
gold layer gets thicker, the lossdepth likewise gets increas-
ingly deeper. Similar results were seen for the AS, as shown
in Fig. 7(b), where the AS gradually grows as a result of the
expansion of the gold layer. Additionally, a higher gold metal
damping loss may result from the thicker gold layer. The
maximum AS is discovered for the gold thickness of tg =

50 nm, and is 166 RIU−1 at 696 nm resonant wavelength,
which is 4.5% higher than the ideal value of 159 RIU−1.
When the gold thickness is 40 nm, the AS steadily declines
to 114 RIU−1, which is -28.3% of the optimal value as seen
in Fig. 7 (c).

C. PITCH VALUE OPTIMIZATION
Additionally, we have included manufacturing tolerances in
the performance study to improve the efficiency of the pro-
posed sensor. Figure 8 (a) depicts the variation in confinement
loss as a result of structural modification in pitch size. When
the pitch size is altered by 10% from the optimal value
of 2.2 m, the sensor shows reduced variation influence on
loss depth. Confinement losses at +10% and +5% of opti-
mal pitch are respectively, 16.7%, 10% and 25 dB/cm and
27 dB/cm below optimal values, respectively, at 610 nm and
611 nm. For 5% and 10% decrement of pitch, the losses
found are 34 dB/cm and 36 dB/cm at 613 nm and 612 nm
respectively, which are successively 13.3% and 20% higher
than optimum values.

Besides, the loss spectrum seems to steadily diminish as
the pitch size increases, and vice versa. In addition, when
the wavelength is reduced, the peak wavelength red shifts
and vice versa. Fig. 8(b) demonstrates the small effect in
wavelength interrogation due to pitch size variation from
−10% to +10%. We obtained the wavelength sensitivities
of 2000, 1900, 2000, 1900, and 1900 nm/RIU for successive
variations.

D. AIR HOLES DIAMETER OPTIMIZATION
The effect of shifting configurational parameter values, which
may or may not be severe in the case of air hole diameter,
can be reliably predicted from pitch value optimization. The
spectrum depth for a thick air hole diameter variation of 10%
is shown in Fig. 8(c), where the loss depths are nearly equal
to the optimal depth. We obtained loss depths of 28.4 and
29.4 dB/cm at 611 and 609 nm, respectively, which are
5% and 2% lower than their corresponding optimum values,
by adding 5% and 10% to the recommended magnitude
(d = 1.76 m). Additionally, we discovered loss depths of
31 and 32 dB/cm at 611 and 612 nm, respectively, for 5% and
10% decrement, which are 5% and 2% greater than their cor-
responding optimum values. The loss depths increase slightly
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FIGURE 7. For the miscellaneous depth of gold layer (a) Loss spectrum (b) AS curves and (c) Resonant wavelength interrogation curve for gold
layer’s thickness variation.

as the size of the SCD air-hole decreases. This increased
light confinement spreads with the aid of an asymmetric-
core guided formation. As a result, more light can interact
with the metal layer, stimulating SPP modes. As a result,
no significant resonance wavelength shifting happens as the
width of the air hole changes. Figure 8(d) illustrates how
the d value fluctuation from −10% to +10% has less of an
impact on wavelength interrogation. For sequential variation,
we obtained thewavelength sensitivities of respectively 1900,
1900, 2000, 1800, and 1900 nm/RIU.

Fig. 9(a) shows the sensor’s performance or loss spectrum
impact as a function of thin SCD air hole dimensions

modification (tiny SCD air holes that are taken into consider-
ation along the asymmetric-core formation). Even when the
optimal diameter (ds = 0.5 µm) is increased or lowered by
±10%, the spectrum depth is nearly identical to the optimum
value. As the size of the SCD air-hole is reduced, the depth
of the loss grows progressively. For +10, +5, −5, and −10%
variations, the loss depths are 32, 31, 29, and 28 dB/cm at

612, 611, 61, and 610 nm respectively. The successive loss
depths are +6.67%, +3.3%, −3.3% and −6.67% higher or
lower than optimal value (30 dB/cm). As a result, there are
no major changes in loss depths, and resonance frequency
shifting takes place as the width of the air holes change.
Fig. 9(b) depicts the effect on wavelength interrogation due
to the ds value variations that causes the dc value variation
from −10 to +10%.

Fig. 9(c) shows the performance of the sensor or the loss
spectrum impact as a function of the narrower SCD air hole
diameter. There are very small spectrum intervals among
optimized curves even though the proposed diameter (dc =

0.264 µm) is increased or decreased by ±10%. Loss depth
rises gradually according to the increment of SCD air-hole
size. For +10, +5, −5, and −10% variations, the loss depths
are 32, 31.3, 29.2, and 28.4 dB/cm at 612, 611, 611, and
610 nm respectively. The successive loss depths are +6.6,
+4.3, −2.6 and −5.3% higher or lower than optimal value
(30 dB/cm). Overall, there is almost no significant loss depth
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FIGURE 8. (a) Fluctuation of loss spectrum curves (b) Resonant wavelength interrogation curve for optimization of pitch size variations
(c) Fluctuation of loss spectrum curves and, (b) Resonant wavelength interrogation curve for optimization of thick air holes diameter
variations.

TABLE 4. Performance comparison of the proposed sensor with formarly reported sensors.
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FIGURE 9. (a) Fluctuation of loss spectrum curves (b) Resonant wavelength interrogation curve for optimization of thin air holes diameter
variations (c) Fluctuation of loss spectrum curves (b) Resonant wavelength interrogation curve for optimization of thinner air holes diameter
variations.

FIGURE 10. (a) Fluctuation of loss spectrum curves and, (b) Resonant wavelength interrogation curve for optimization of hin air holes
diameter variations.
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variations and resonant wavelength shifting due to the diame-
ter variations in the air holes. Fig. 9(d) depicts the wavelength
variation due to the dc value variation from −10 to +10%.

E. ANALYTE LAYER OPTIMIZATION
Fig. 10 (a) illustrates that there are nearly no spectrum depth
differences for the optimum value of analyte layer variations
by±5% to±10% (tAL = 1.36µm). In this case, peak magni-
tudes of loss curves increase gradually with the enhancement
of sample layer depth. As a consequence, more light comes
in contact with the metallic surface, causing the SPP modes
to be energized. For ±10% variations, resonant wavelengths
for those corresponding variations almost remain comparable
when compared to the optimum resonant case. Here 611 nm is
the optimum resonant wavelength for the proposed thickness.
In contrast, with the decrement of −10% and −5%, the peak
loss magnitudes are at 29.26 and 29.63 dB/cm respectively
which are only 5% and 4% less than optimum value and
both the resonant peaks appears at 610 nm. Similarly, for
the +10% and +5% changes, the peak loss values are 30.26
and 30.07 dB/cm, which is only 2.2% and 2.7% higher
than optimum value and both the resonant peaks appears
at 610 nm. Therefore, no significant propagation loss and
resonance wavelength shifting occur with diameter variations
of the air holes. Fig. 10 (b) depicts the effect in wave-
length variation due to the Au thickness variations. A WS of
2000 nm/RIU is obtained for all corresponding variations that
are similar to the optimal value.

V. CONCLUSION
In this study, a special symmetric and hexagonal core PCF-
SPR sensor is demonstrated in order to determine how
plasmonic sensing is controlled by propagation. To attain
maximum sensitivity, the optimal measurable forming factors
of the proposed model are numerically examined using FEM.
The sensor exhibits an extreme sensitivity of 1189 RIU−1

for the amplitude interrogation technique, while having a
remarkable sensitivity and resolution of 12,500 nm/RIU and
8.0×10−6 RIU respectively. Furthermore, the claimed sensor
is still capable of detecting unknown analyte RI even when
the sample RI has a smallest scale change of around 10−6 in
the sensing range of 1.29 to 1.40. To execute the detection
performance and account for the changing structural quali-
ties during manufacturing, the model parameters are altered
up to 10% from their intended value. We predict that the
suggested asymmetric-core guided PCF-SPR sensor will be
a good model for POC applications in detecting glucose,
viruses, DNA/RNA, and proteins among other things, since
it has proven exceptional sensing qualities with a simple
design.
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